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Details of Visit:

Author: charlieton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 16 Dec 2012 12.45
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Sirens - Northampton
Website: http://www.sirens-northampton.co.uk
Phone: 01604239717
Phone: 07780783112

The Premises:

Well known locally near town centre. Met different receptionist from usual and another new lady at
doorstep. Both friendly and took me in with them.

The Lady:

Tall black woman who is a mother from a couple of physical details, Lola has an impressive healthy
body and young-looking face. Was wearing a black dress that started low and finished high.

The Story:

I was looked after nicely by a receptionist I had not seen before. Lola came in and I was impressed
by her physique. Opted for a cuddle rather than the massage offered and soon she knew what she
was going to concentrate on while I reorganised her dress to my preferences and enjoyed the bits
of her body thereby revealed.

Lola chatted readily when I initiated it and certainly doesn't start any silly chat lines about irrelevant
matters that with some women can be off-putting.

Moved on to oral which was well done with a spell of 69 in the middle.

Then sex in a couple of positions with Lola quite involved in what seemed a genuine way with
restrained noises and the action of pulling me into her at various stages of the sex.

With this part as with all the others, there was no sense of Lola wanting to hurry me along and in
fact I tended to be the one who signalled to move on so it was all very comfortable and mutually
agreed.

I really enjoyed getting to know a new and very pleasant lady who I suspect gives even more of
herself in terms of introducing elements herself as she gets to know someone with repeat visits. I
expect to be able to check that theory.
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